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Songs for the Shore
By EDWIN H. SAUER
I must go down where the winds begin
In the high, vast caves near the broken sea,
Where the billows moan,and the sea-gulls rest
Peacefully.

I must go down where the cold, dark rocks
Beckon the captains in the night,
Where to brave the storms, men must know
How to fight.

I must go down where the inns are built
For revelry, the sailors prize,
And drown my cares in the bar-maid’s ale,

And in her eyes.

(me
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Another Myth—The Master of Man
By JOHN R. CONNELLY
r

NHIS title will probably remind many of you of that
interesting novel written

by the late Sir Hall Caine,—the
story of a man who inherited the
right to rule over the inhabitants
of the Isle of Man, a picturesque
island in the Irish Sea. There
seems to be nothing unusual
about such a situation; it is nat-

Mr. Connelly exploded a myth
in the November issue of the

men” because, he said, “mechanization has become so thorough

EXPONENT. The repercussion

that it has lessened the demand

of the first explosion caused such
a succession of blasts that we expected the school to go up any

for men and was the real explanation for depression.”

minute. He was undaunted by
the display, and now we find him
igniting the second fuse.
THE Eprrors.

ural for some man to be the ruler
of his fellow men.
But the situation is quite unnatural when a mass
of metal (machinery), which the creative and inventive minds of the present and past ages have
developed in order to help man, is said to have
become the master of man.
How often have we heard that man is becoming
a slave to the machine; that he has created some-

thing which in its early stages of development was
a help to him but now has grown to be an unwieldy
monster which must be destroyed because it has
become a menace to man. Think of it! This machinery which was intended to help man improve
his living conditions by making it possible for him
to produce more material goods and enjoy more of

the fruits of the earth, which was, in short, supposed to aid man, is, according to some, becoming
the master of man.
Just the other day one of our financiers of Wall
Street declared that “the mechanization of civilization has reached the point where the machine is a
menace to man.” He advocated “a general tax on
all machinery in order to increase the demand for

This is only one example but it
serves the purpose well. You
yourself can find any number of
parallel examples of modern day
thinking.
If we can attribute our present

condition to machinery then we
certainly inherited a lemon, so to say, from our an-

cestors. How foolish they must have been to spend
so much time and brains inventing this monster

known as machinery! If machinery is a menace to
man then there is only one conclusion we can come
to: that the human race has acted irrationally
throughout its history. For, hasn’t it always been
producing more and better machinery?
Now let us get down to the fundamentals and see

how silly this modern type of thinking really is.
First of all—what is the purpose of machinery?
Isn’t it, after all, a tool with which man can in-

crease his efficiency and thereby his material wellbeing? Had these critics of our highly industrialized system of today asked themselves the follow-

ing question they probably would not have spoken.
Does our standard of living depend on how hard
we work or how much we produce? Of course, the
latter is the important factor.
It does not seem reasonable to say that society

as a whole would be better off if we would make
our work less productive. Obviously, if it were
Page seven

necessary to require additional labor for accomplishing the same amount of work we would not be
any farther ahead.
You may say that if more men were employed on
the same job they would receive more wages and
consequently they could purchase more things, but

if you will take the sand out of your eyes you will
see that we cannot consume any more than we pro-

duce; so if we are going to make our work less productive we are undoubtedly going to decrease our
consumption, or in other words, lower our standard

of living.

Since our system of distribution is a faulty one
and since it will take time to perfect it to the same
extent as our production has been perfected, we
will have to do something to meet the immediate

situation.
Instead of putting the cart before the horse by
making our work less productive in order to fash-

ion it to our present system of distribution, it would

What is the material goal of our economic progress? Wouldn’t you say that it is the betterment
of the conditions of the masses of our people? ‘To
me that seems to be the desideratum.
We must strive to produce enough of the necessities and comforts of life so that everyone who desires them and is willing to do his share of the work
will be able to obtain them. It will be readily admitted, I am sure, that until we have supplied at

least the wants and comforts of the masses we have
not produced enough. It is a fact that we have not
supplied the prime necessities of many and the
comforts of very many of our people. Why, then,
should we arguge that since it has become too easy
to produce things we have to make our work less
productive in order to make more jobs for men.
If the demand for men has been lessened because
of our better methods of production then we can
pat ourselves on the back because we have progressed. But, if because of our economic ignorance
we as yet do not know how to make it possible for
everyone to obtain an adequate share of what we
have produced, then we should hang our heads in
shame.
:
This is the real trouble. While our engineers
were on the job increasing our productive powers,
our business men were playing golf, making extended trips and having frequent sales conventions
with plenty of ballyhoo. They did not solve the
real problems of distribution. As a result many of
the economies of mass production were absorbed .
by the higher costs of distribution. No wonder we
are in our present deplorable condition. We have
twentieth century production and nineteenth century distribution.
Now we can do one of two things. We can scale
down production to the nineteenth century level, or
we can improve our distribution and bring it up to
twentieth century par.

You will admit that many people cannot enjoy
life because they do not have enough of the material comforts. So there seems to be no reason for
decreasing our production.

Those who merely look at

be much better to divide up the work which is to
be done. At the present time we have, let us say,

two-thirds of the laborers working nine hours a day
and one-third not working at all. Surely it would
be preferable for all of them to work six hours a
day and do the same amount of work as was done
before.
Remember, though, such a measure would not
be considered the best theoretical solution of the
problem. There are times, however, when we must
adopt the second best measure because it is more
expedient at that particular time. (Although in
theory we should immediately correct our system
of distribution, in practice we must first of all distribute the available jobs.) While I do not believe
that we would produce more than we could consume if all the workers toiled nine hours a day, yet,
from all appearances, we do not know how to dis-

tribute such a quantity.
Instead, then, of making our work less productive so that all workers could work nine hours a

day, why should we not use all of our productive
facilities as much as we can, and shorten our working day until we are able to make our system of
distribution more efficient. If we find that we can
produce enough for all by working fewer hours it
would be foolish to go back to the longer working
day.
We often refer to machines as “labor-saving devices.” That is what they should be. But real
labor saving should mean that all of us are to work
less; not that two-thirds are to work the same

length of time while one-third will not be able to
work at all. True labor saving should not be reflected in the tragedies of unemployment; instead,
it should result in more leisure for the workers to
enjoy life, to get away from the grind of the factory, to better educate themselves and spend more
time in cultural pursuits.

Idealistic, you say?

Maybe it is, but we will

the surface of our civilization advocate the former

never have any lasting progress unless we are striv-

method; but, really now, is not the latter the more

ing for some ideal.
Now, in conclusion, I hope we agree that the

rational method?
Page eight

important thing in our economic life is not how
hard we toil but rather how much we produce.
Since machinery enables us to produce a maximum
amount of necessaries, comforts and luxuries with
a minimum amount of toil, there seems to be no
reason why we should not favor the development
of more and better machinery for the future, so
that man can have more time to live well, instead

of merely existing as do many of our people at the
present time.

I believe that this is a more reasonable attitude
than that taken by our friend from Wall Street
and his fellow critics.

It is based on fundamental

facts—not on temporary phenomena.

Finally, it

emphasizes the fact that the machine must serve
man, not man the machine.

Page nine

Boosters
By DON SHARKEY
This by Don Sharkey, should cause a littie disturbance, too. If you disagree, let us know.

THE Epirors.
I don’t like boosters!! This is a startling statement to make, and it will probably ruin my
chances for the presidency, for no one can be
elected president unless he has boosters, but that
doesn’t stop me. Not for one minute. I have always been noted for my frankness and outspokenness. People often address me as “Old Fearless”
to which I blush and say they must have the wrong
person. Then they laugh and tell me not to be so
modest. I guess I just can’t help it though.
You can always tell a booster as soon as you
meet him. He has a big grin which displays all
his teeth, and he has a voice which can be heard

for blocks. He fairly abounds with energy, and
he slaps you on the back as soon as he introduces
himself. Before you know him two minutes he has
you signed up as a member of his club, has extracted several dollars from you for his pet charity, and in other ways has made himself utterly
obnoxious.
The most alarming feature of the whole thing is
that boosters are in charge of most of our schools
and industries and they are trying to make boosters of everyone else.

And they are succeeding to

a much greater degree than is generally realized.
Whenachild enters the first grade he is taught
that his room is the best in the school, that the

school is the best in the town, that the town is the
best in the state, that the state is the best in the
entire country, and finally that this is the greatest
nation on earth. The school chid thinks that anyone who says that the United States is not the perfect nation should at least be shot at sunrise. It is
doubtless because of this training that audiences
at motion picture theaters applaud so vigorously
whenever the American flag is shown. (A fact of
which the producers have been quick to take advantage. Whenever a picture grows exceptionally
dull they show a scene in which some soldiers are
carrying an American flag, and the audience immediately responds with great enthusiasm.) No doubt

in the future when interplanetary communication
is established the school child will be taught that
the people of this planet are the most moral, the
Page ten

most peace-loving, the most religious, and in other

ways the best people in all space.
In high school and college this training continues. Before every football game there is a big “pep
meeting.” The entire student body assembles in
the gymnasium, and the student with the loudest
voice stands up before the crowd and shouts, “Now

listen, fellows, we’ve got to go out there and yell
tomorrow. The team needs our support. They’re
ready to die for dear old Whoozis, and all we have

to do is yell. Are we going to do it?” The students
shout loud and enthusiastic assent. They practice
yelling “Sizz boom bah” and “Rah, rah, rah.”

The

band then plays the victory song while everyone
sings at the top of his voice and gets goose pimples

all over just as when “The Star-Spangled Banner”
is played in the Armistice Day parade.
When a student graduates from college he secures a position with, say, the Smith Widget Company. All about the building in which he works
are bulletin boards which tell why Smith’s widgets
are better than all others. Every month he receives
the “Smith Widget Monthly.” This magazine contains the picture of an employee who recently died

after working for the firm for fifty-three years, the
picture of an employee who has just celebrated his
seventieth birthday, an article about the new factory which the company has recently erected in
Chicago, and twenty-two pages explaining the distinctive features of Smith’s widgets. Often the
president of the company calls all the employees
together and delivers a short but stirring address.
“Let’s make this our biggest month,” he says. You
don’t have to be a salesman in order to sell our
widgets. Even factory workers can sell them. I
think everyone listening to me should be able to
sell five widgets this month. Now let’s put this |
thing over with a bang.” Everyone cheers although
he knows he will probably have to buy the five
widgets himself.
Something should be done to stop this system
which threatens to make us a nation of boosters.
It has been said that men with logical minds

never make good salesmen. A man who is in the
market for a new automobile might say, “But I
don’t see why | should buy your car when the
other company puts out just as good a car for less
money.” To this the logical man would be forced

to say, “Yes, I guess you're right,” which would
never do for a salesman. I believe the same principle applies to boosters, for, after all, there is very
little distinction between salesmen and_ boosters.
They also fail to use logic. The very obvious question, “Why?” never seems to occur to them at all.
The members of the Chamber of Commerce set out
to make Jonesville the biggest city in the county.
They think up all sorts of slogans such as “Watch
Jonesville Grow” and “Forty-thousand population
by 1936.” Jonesville has always beena fairly prosperous, contented, peaceful, little town, but now

the boosters want to make it grow and they don’t
stop to ask themselves, “Why?”
A number of boosters at our school determined
that we should have an annual. They too failed to
ask, Why?”.

It is true that a few of them would

have been on the staff and wanted the glory that
was in it, and a few thought it would be nice to

have an annual to keep through the years, but the
majority of them fell into line unquestioningly.
The failure of their big campaign was one of the
most encouraging signs I have noticed at our
school. Usually the entire student body would have
been swept off its feet. It would have subscribed
almost to a man and then later it would have wondered why. This time, however, out of a student

body of eight hundred only two hundred and fifty
subscriptions were received. It is a question as to
how many of those 250 really wanted an annual
and how many, like myself, were talked into it
against their wills. I know I heard many students
say they were glad to get their two dollar deposit
back. I was proud of my school although I was
ashamed of myself for succumbing to the boosters.
The boosters behind this project proved themselves very poor sports. Instead of cheerfully accepting the verdict of the majority they bewailed
the lack of school spirit. What did the majority
mean, they asked indignantly, by daring to show
any independence or by thinking for themselves?
The seniors were all right, they said. They had
subscribed one hunder per cent. So were the freshmen. But the juniors should be ashamed of themselves, and the sophomores were a bunch of “dead-

_ heads.”

It would be interesting to know just how many
of those seniors really wanted an annual. And as
for the freshmen, well, they are still new here.
They think it is their duty to support anything proposed by the boosters. The juniors and sophomores read what the boosters had to say about
them, smiled tolerantly, and forgot the incident.
What a wonderful thing it would be if such a
spirit should spread throughout the country. Never
again would we be swept into a great war without
asking, “Why?” No longer would we be talked
into buying things which down in our heart we
knew we could not afford. No longer would cigarette companies and other companies be able to mislead us by their moronic advertisements.

Such a

spirit might have done much to avoid the depression, for many authorities claim it was caused by
people being talked into buying all sorts of things
which they could never pay for.
I can hear you saying, “Oh, you’re just an old
growler.

You’ll knock the boosters, but you'll

never do anything about them.”
That’s where you are wrong, gentle reader. Remember when I came out against furnaces and I
started the Anti-Furnace League? Well, that organization is progressing nicely. We have had
several delightful meetings at which delicious refreshments were served. Of course we haven't
actually abolished any furnaces yet, but that will
take time. Look how long we had to work before
we finally did away with liquor in this country.
Now I am organizing the Anti-Booster Association which will be along the same lines. You had
better join now. It’s the chance of a lifetime. Be
sure to come to our big pep meeting next week. At
that meeting we’re going to launch a big membership drive. Every member should be able to secure
at least three new members. We are going to divide into two sides, the Reds and the Blues, and
whichever side gets the most members will be
treated by the other side. Don’t forget to come to
the meeting next week and enroll as a member.
You can’t afford to miss this wonderful opportunity.
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Looking at 1932
By EDWIN H. SAUER
I

aren years ago, a song which achieved
great popularity was titled, “Looking at the
World With Rose-colored Glasses.” It was
a song of brave optimism, written, I believe, by a

musician afflicted with blindness. I have chosen it
as the key, or theme song, if you wish, of my article, for this reason. It is necessary for us, at this
time, to look with optimism at 1932; necessary, for

for us to don the “rose-colored glasses’ while attempting to view the probable, important changes
which will be effected during the approaching
months.
This article is meant to be a prediction of what
will transpire during those months in the fields of
politics and art; the months which rising before us,
offer a multitude of possibilities, and a countless
number of opportunities for improving what we
know to be hindrant to our progress, and for introducing, or assisting if already introduced, what
we know to be beneficial, and of sufficient merit.

It is only natural that we direct our attention,

first of all to our financial situation. For three
years now we have been suffering from the demon
depression. He’s really a horrid monster, very
much like the one of “Frankenstein;” you absolutely can’t rid yourself of him. You strike him

self: will be responsible for an increase or decrease
in the number of party voters and in the genius of
party leaders.
And yet, it is not entirely up to the man selected
but also to the platform which his party creates for
him. Nor is the financial problem the only with
which he shall have to deal. Just as prominent on
the political horizon is the century-old question of
Prohibition, which is going to be thrust in the eyes

of the voter more than ever before during the coming campaign. The action of various large groups
during the past year in regards to the liquor situation has given rise to the necessity of its being
very seriously considered and correctly solved. Who
shall solve it? What endeavors shall the parties
make towards solving it?
It is my opinion that the Republican party,
through a clever and careful manipulation, will
place its candidate on the presidential seat.
“Impossible,” you say, “after three years of depression under a Republican president.

Do you

think the people will support the party that has
made little effort to relieve their hardships?”
But my dear reader, in the political world, even

It should send him back

the impossible is accomplished, and furthermore
the Republicans have done a great deal in attempting to correct the difficulties and relieving the hardships, but they have used wrong methods. The
Republicans are clever enough to hide that fact,
however, by building a platform which will be very
attractive, and seemingly of great benefit to the
majority of voters, especially to those outside the
Republican party who feel discontent with the
stands taken by their own organizations.
For this reason, I believe that the Republicans
will go “wet.”
In the minds of 90 per cent of the American peo-

to his deserted cave, and restore his enemy Pros-

ple the belief rests that, beer and wine restored,

perity to our financial throne. Why?
Next summer, two great political parties will
convene to nominate two outstanding men for the
presidential elections of next November. On that
man’s ability to solve correctly this country’s economical problem will depend the chances of that
party’s securing control at Washington. On that
man’s courage to direct successfully, and with an
eye for the future, the affairs of this suffering nation, will depend the perseverence of the party it-

prosperity will likewise return. Interesting, if true;
but for how long?
There is but one solution to this problem of depression. Government must step in and regulate
capital. Government must effect a change in this
hoarding of money, by a few. It must see that this
money be put again into circulation. And the Republican party is not going to do this because it is
the party of money, the party of the capitalists!
Consequently it is going to have to turn to some

with the hardest of blows, yet they land, unheeded,

upon the coat of armor he wears.

With all your

power you attempt to drive some fear into him,

but he goes on, unbothered, undaunted. What is
1932 going to do to him?
It should do many things. It should put a finish
to him, once and for all.

It should rise up like

Spencer’s Red Cross Knight and “rush upon him

with outrageous pride.”
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other problem to use as a magnet for drawing the
mass of human steel towards sympathy with its
platform. That magnet, I believe, is going to be a
“wet” stand on the Prohibition question.
What are the Democrats going to do? I wish I
knew.

Nominate Franklin D. Roosevelt, probably,

and let it go at that. A wise move? I think so.
The people of the United States have a lot of confidence in this present governor of New York. Is
he capable? I think so. He is showing a good deal
of common sense, at present, by cutting off his relations with all organizations which he feels would
be detrimental, in any way, to his presidential
chances. And yet he is also seeing to it that he is
backed by the “happy warrior,” Alfred E. Smith,
whose assistance is going to mean a lot of votes.
Will the Democrats, upholding their tradition of
being the patry of the people, be in favor of governmental regulation of capital? Like Milton’s

thought. We are tired of the novel that is “just a
novel,” and we are shouting for the one which becomes unique through its dissimilarity to all others. This will inevitably result in a return of the
modern authors to the styles and methods of the
masters, from which they have absented them-

selves so long, and which they must invariably
acknowledge as the foremost standards.
In many instances, this has already occurred,

(witness the recent novels of Willa Cather, Shiela
Kaye-Smith, Arnold Bennet, John Galsworthy,
Pearl S. Buck, and Oliver LaFarge), but it shall be
in the coming year that the change will be solidly
established, for, I believe, many years to come.

Then, too, there is every evidence that a greater
number of biographies, and books on_ historical
periods will appear.

This is not entirely new,

without a doubt, be the most difficult, and most
severe, ever, and with both parties accepting as the

however, but was begun in the early fall of 1931
with the publishing of countless. books on great
characters, on popular characters, and on events of
importance in the worlds of history, politics, and
finance. It is only reasonable to suppose that with
the rise of great problems in the coming year, the
production of such books will be continued and
that these books will assume a prominent place on
the reading lists of those who look for the best, and

nomic distress, it is more than reasonable to suppose that this distress will be, at least remedied,

and educational.
This modern Renaissance, if it may, properly, be

angels, I fear to tread within the vicinity of that

question. However, should they attempt such a
venture, it is an absolute certainty that they will
place their candidate in office.
The battle for power at Washington, in 1932, will
main issue of the campaign alleviation of this ecoand perhaps entirely cured.
II
In the consideration of the changes which will
occur in the fields of art, I shall discuss the two

phases which receive the greatest public attention,
the two which achieve the greatest popularity,
namely, literature and drama. I should not overlook music, of course, but I feel unable to present

any original and interesting ideas on so vast a subject. Moreover, there is little indication that any
changes of great moment will be made in music,

except, perhaps, for the introduction of several new
symphonies and operas by American composers,
who without a doubt, will be given more attention
during the coming year than ever before.
But it is in literature that a great revival of interest is going to take place, a renewed appreciation of the best of modern works. Consequently,
modern authors are going to turn out much better
material, because they are going to be more severely criticized than they have been since the nineties.
Fictionists, novelists, especially are going to have
“to look to their laurels.” The worlds stomach is
crammed with the pastry of light and conventional
plots, and is looking for the more sturdy vegetables
of deep, serious logic, and powerful, individual

most interesting, as well as for the most cultural,

so called, will extend also to verse.

With the son-

nets of Edna St. Vincent Millay, the ballads of
John Masefield, and the narratives of Edwin Arlington Robinson receiving such tremendous support, I look for the others to turn from the radical,
loose, dangling styles into which they have fallen,
and to turn to the construction of sturdy, flowery,
colorful, and powerful lines, after the fashion of
Wordsworth, Milton, and Pope. There will be at-

tempts at epic poetry which will bring new poets
to the front, and which will be valuable, if only because they are sources of the transition.

There is not a great deal upon which to base my
opinion that drama will undergo an important change.
Rather, I am unable to find much which predicts
any change taking place.
It is my belief, however, that here too, seriousness is going to make its
entrance. I predict the appearance of several historical dramas, together with others built around
important characters. And I feel certain that during 1932 there will be at least one by an American
playwright entirely in blank verse. ‘That such a
play, if of any dramatic worth, would be well received by American audiences, is attested by the

enthusiasm which developed the presentation of

both “Death Takes a Holiday,” of the 1930 season,
and “Green Grow the Lilacs,” of last winter.

I believe “The House of Connelly,” by Paul
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Green, will be awarded the Pulitzer prize for 1932,
and believe the one which shall have the longest

among the others in which events of great importance occurred. And if it sees the end of this eco-

run of the new arrivals will be Eugene O’Neill’s

nomic distress, also, it shall prove doubly valuable

sensational “Mourning Becomes Electra,” which

and beneficial.

after the fashion introduced by him in “Strange
Interlude” takes five hours for presentation.

We have much to look forward to. And if we
don “the rose-colored glasses” of optimism, there
is every reason to believe that our gaze will be

If 1932 accomplishes nothing but this revival of
interest in the best of artistry, it shall earn its place

sharpened.

A Water Lily’s Prayer
By N. DIDISHKO
I may upon the water blush,

Or sink below a rippling gush,
Or linger ona lulling tide,
As kindness may in virtue hide;
But virtue must in love abide,

And so must
I in trepidation
List to whispers of creation!

I know not why it so must be,
But happy is my soul in me

To listen to thy melody!
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Knight of the Rails
By RAY BLOSSER
66
S

AY, Pardner, will you give me a dollar to see
my mother, who is dying at Carbonville,
thirty miles from here. I can’t bum there.

It’s too cold and look at these shoes, pardner.

Won’t you help me out?”
The man addressed edged away, shaking his head
in an unmistakable no. There wasa finality about
the movement, the same kind of a dismissal which
had characterized the odd two score or so unsuccessful similar pleas before.

It seemed not to mat-

ter that this was Christmas; seemingly even the
Yuletide spirit had managed to elude those on the
streets. Perhaps it was the depression, or, more
likely, the story did not sound plausible.
Old Mug Matson had philosophically viewed the
world from the bottoms of many freight cars. Perhaps he could tell when a freight was ready for the
scrap heap as well as any other wandering lord of

the steel rails and highways. He was hardened by
many years of such wandering—what had started
him on his apparently endless trail is one of those
nebulous secrets which will live and die with the
man.
Mug had been everywhere in the United States,
evidently believing in the business men’s slogan for
other people—“See America First.” He had started
his wanderings long before the practice came into
vogue of filling your guests with cheap alcohol so
that you could save money for the eggs. New
York, Miami, Atlanta, Denver, Chicago, Detroit,
Cleveland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle and

a number of lesser-known cities were familiar to
Mug. He could tell you back when he had once
made the touch of a five-dollar bill in Omaha that
winter when it was so cold—almost as cold as it
was now. Gee, but his teeth were chattering. No
wonder, with no overcoat.

He remembered that

his last one was stolen from him in a flophouse in
Akron.

He had borrowed it himself in a low-class

restaurant, but was never able to locate the owner,

or the owner to find him.
So Mug was now wending his way down the

snow-covered sidewalks of Philadelphia. A cheery
town to spend Christmas in, thought Mug. It
might have been all right in Revolutionary war
days, but the burg was a relic now. ‘The streets
weren't wide enough to allow two Austins to pass
one another.

He went on and on. Now he would passa delicatessen store, a mark of the newer epoch, and his
mouth would water. Most of the time it was.
houses that he treked by—so inviting from the outside, but how was he, a bum, to get in? A chance

passerby he would “hit” with his customary touch,
but invariably it brought no results.

Mug remembered the house that he had worked
the last time he was in Philly. It was over in the
other end of town. It was summer then. Ordinarily, Mug didn’t like to work houses, but now and

then hunger and cold forced him to.

He might as

well try there again. It had been, oh, six or seven
years since he last had pounded Philly’s pavements.
So old Mug, cold, hungry and feeling every other

want that falls to the lot of an impoverished knight
of fortune, slowly made his way through streets
and alleys to the place, as nearly as he remembered

it. The snow penetrated his shoes and gave his
feet no pleasing sensation; he yearned for a pair of
real boots and some of the red flannels his mother
used to force him to wear when he was a mere kid.
He remembered how kind she had been to him,
even when she spanked him after some boyish

prank,
Finally, Mug arrived at the house. It was a onestory affair, and amid the white flakes which so
thoroughly covered the ground it appeared in color
a dirty white. A small lighted Christmas tree
emitted a few feeble rays of light from the front
windows.

He knocked, and the door opened. The figure at
the door was unfamiliar to him, but Mug made his

stereotyped plea for a meal.
It would be pleasing to say that he was taken in
and banqueted, but even on Christmas night no one
seemed to have the patience to bother with the
tramp.

So Mug went on, he knew not where, mut-

tering pathetic curses to himself.
The ancient knight of trails and steel rails felt
as if he must soon give up. There was no one willing to help him, to even give him a meal, and no

one believed his “touching” story of the dying
mother in Carbonville.
A crowd of young people approached. Mug’s
trail, which had been so long and crooked was
about at an end, he felt. He would try once more
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—and then—if he failed again—it would mean ob-

livion.
Born of desperation, a flash of inspiration came
to him. He would change his plea. Young squirts
wouldn’t believe the one about the dying mother,
anyway.
“Pardon me,” he approached them, “but this is
Christmas night and I haven’t had a drink for a
long while. Would one of you give me a dol-

lar? I know where I can get a pint for that.”
The unexpected frankness of the appeal stunned

them for the moment. Then one of the young men
proffered a dollar bill.
Mug gave up profuse thanks.

Inevitable Destiny
SONNET

By EDWIN H. SAUER
Even after tonight there will be sorrow,
And I, forgetting all the pleasures of this hour,

Shall cry against your will, and sadly borrow
Consolations from my heart, a rebel in your power.
Evenafter tonight against adversity
And circumstance, a leafless tree against the rain,
Shall be the memory of this ecstacy,
And not a soothing drug for future pain.
Even after tonight there will be hours,

Whenpressed to ask of you my quick release,
By misery, I shall forget these showers
Of tenderness which flood my soul with peace.
Even after tonight I shall forget your fear
At seeing me enveloped in your cheer.
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Much more pro-

found than if the fellow had given him the pint of
liquor instead of the dollar. For “Mug” really did
have a dying mother in Carbonville—and needed
the dollar to get there.

Science and Life
An Interesting Survey
By LIONEL 8S. GALSTAUN
iy an address made on the occasion of the cele-

bration of the Centenary of the Franklin Institute, in 1924, Dr. Arthur D. Little defined
what he considered as the Fifth Estate of society,
in addition to the three recognized during the
French Revolution, and the later famous Fourth,

in the following words: “The Fifth Estate is composed of those having the simplicity to wonder,

ered certain phenomena, and were quick to see certain very advantageous applications of these phenomena to their everyday life. Until their time,
men at large were satisfied with rough hewn implements made from rocks. These men instituted the
use of metals as the primary substance for use in
making materials to help humanity in its attempt at
improving the standard of living.

the ability to question, the power to generalize, the

Passing along the ages we see how, gradually

capacity to apply. It is, in short the company of
thinkers, workers, expounders and practitioners
upon which the world is absolutely dependent for
the preservation and advancement of that organized knowledge which we call Science. It is their

man learned to abandon caves and take to building
a shelter for himself, to suit his personal needs.
Man developed a home, and yet, most certainly we
must attribute this development to the consistent

seeing eye that discloses, as Carlyle said, ‘the inner

body of men defined in Dr. Little’s Fifth Estate.
As results of the creative genius of this body, we
find such imposing edifices as the pyramids of
Egypt which have to this day resisted the efforts
of Nature. Did it ever occur to us that these men

harmony of things; what Nature meant.’ It is they
who bring the power and the fruits of knowledge to
the multitude who are content to go through life
without thinking and without questioning, who accept fire and the hatching of an egg, the attraction
of a feather by a bit of amber, the stars in their

courses as a fish accepts the ocean.” These are the
men of Science, the men through whose research,

through whose painstaking work we have arrived
at our present stage of civilization. That they are
largely responsible for the present condition of society can hardly be denied.

Nevertheless, seldom

do we find the scientist brought before the world in
this manner.

For most of us, he is a man, working

for a definite goal, totally oblivious of what is going on around him. He is a man who is satisfied
to lock himself up in his laboratory, without a care
or thought for the rest of humanity.
That this is a hideously false impression we must
learn to appreciate, for is it not essentially the scientist who is constantly striving to perfect the de-

fective conditions of a practical world? Let us pass
in review the results of the labor of the scientist,

and then try to isolate him from that group of
workers who toil for the good of their neighbors.
In the distant, almost invisible past, we find that

period of the development of the human race in
which man first obtained metals from ores. These
early metallurgists were essentially scientists in
spirit, though of course, theirs was not the analytical knowledge we have today. These men discov-

efforts of some body of men, closely akin to the

possessed the spirit for advancement, and were es-

sentially scientists in spirit?
Continuing in our review we pause before Aristotle, certainly one of the greatest of the practical
scientists the world has ever known. Some of his
inventions are in use in this very age. Of the more
purely theoretical type of scientist we find Archimedes—another great genius of the past ages.
These men fit in more closely with our present-day
scientists for they not only sought knowledge, but
they were anxious pursuers of the reasons govern-

ing natural phenomena.
Now we come to the age of Copernicus and Galileo. *Despite the ridicule and difficulties, these
men were veritable suns in the firmament of
scientists, Copernicus for his theory of planetary
revolution round the sun, and Galileo as one of the
pioneers in the laws of motion. Probably the most
brilliant men of their times, they were scientists in the finest and widest sense of the
word.
It may be difficult to conceive just
how these men affected modes of living, but let us
reflect that they busied themselves in lines other

than purely theoretical studies.

Nevertheless, the

discoveries mentioned were directly responsible for

much of our civilization, as we will certainly have
*Cath. Encyclop. Vols. IV, VI.
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to admit that our culture would be much impeded
if we were still to believe the universe to revolve

ceased to be a matter of conjecture and became a

about us; as for Galileo’s discoveries, his laws of

more closely linked with every phase of human endeavor. In the different branches of engineering
practice, chemistry has played a prominent part by
supplying working materials. Were it not for the
different steels studied and perfected by the chemist, the civil engineer would not be able to erect
the great bridges with the surety which he has today. Were it not for the chemist, the mechanical
engineer would be greatly retarded in his work by
the lack of suitable materials such as the various

motion exist unaltered to this day, and they are
vital necessities in the considerations of dynamic
mechanics, that is, the mechanics of motion.

In this general period of time, we also find our
well-known friends, the alchemists, that highly!

imaginative body of men who in their quest of the
transmutation of the baser metals into gold, and for
the elixir of life discovered many important chemical compounds, the inner nature of which they were
ignorant, but whose properties they recognized.
They may be criticized for their mysterious methods of procedure but we must recall that in those
days, the material unexplainable facts were frequently connected with superstition; moreover, the

- alchemists who were believed by many to be leagued
with the devil were obliged to guard their discoveries in mysterious terms, so that unusual phenom-

ena would not result in their ultimate execution.
From this age to the present day, we find that
history has preserved the names of a number of
great scientists who have ever held foremost the
fundamental notion of present day science, namely,
the search for an explanation of natural phenomena.
Among these men Newton is certainly the great-

science with definite laws, it has become more and

steels, irons, babbitt metal, self-hardening tool steel

and a multitude of others. The electrical engineer
owes to the chemist the high resistance alloys commonly used in his practice. The mining engineer,
the ceramic engineer are all similarly indebted to
the chemist.
Coming closer to our home life, let us go through
a typical home and observe what we owe to the
chemist. Passing from the roadway on to the walk,
we find ourselves treading bricks prepared by a
chemical process and cemented together with Port-

land cement mortar—a chemical product. Ascending the front steps we note that the house is lined
with fire-brick—a chemical product. On ringing
the bell, the operation of which depends on batter-

has ever known. Another was Boyle, whose law
of the inverse proportionality of the volume of a
confined gas to the pressure exerted upon it is used
today in all gas problems, Other outstanding men

ies which operate in turn on the physico-chemical
principle of ionization, we are greeted by the lady
of the house attired in rayon, wearing a rubber
apron—both chemical products. We enter the living room—the sound of the radio greets us. Even

were Gay-Lussac, Priestley, Lavoisier or the father
of Chemistry, Dalton, Woehler, Liebig, Pasteur,

the radio depends to a certain extent upon the chemist, for it is he who furnished the various materials

Baeyer, J. J. Thompson, Joule, Arrhenius, van’t

with which it is built. The rayon drapes, the bricks

Hoff, Roentgen, Rutherford, Millikan, and of
course, Einstein. These men assisted, if indirectly,

on the walls, the cloth-covered chairs, the books,

est—in fact, one of the greatest minds the world

in the fire-place, the rugs on the floor, the pictures

in the betterment of living conditions by the application of their purely scientific discoveries to the
devising of materials for use in homes. You may
ask what Rutherford’s work in radioactivity has
done for the betterment of life. Let me state that
X-rays and radioactivity are closely related, and
certainly no one will deny the usefulness of X-rays
in medicine, and the medical science is intimately

the strings and sound-board of the piano, the ma-

linked with the betterment of our living conditions.

research of the chemist.

So it is with the others.

ware, the monel metal sink, the electric refrigerator,

terials used in the victrola and the records for it—
all are produced either directly by a chemical
process, or are in the present stage of development

through chemical control of their production. We
pass into the dining room—our hostess proudly
shows her exquisite glassware and the beautiful
dinner set—again produced and improved by the
The heat-resisting glass-

However, it is particularly the science of chem-

the enamel-covered range, the linoleum on the floor,

istry which dominates all others in its applicability to the improvement of living conditions. This
happens to be the case because chemistry, being

the scouring powders, even the food being prepared—all owe their state of existence through the

concerned with the atoms, the finite condition in

which matter as such may exist, is capable of delving into the inner nature of things. Under these
circumstances, it is capable of having an application much broader than any other science,
From the time of Lavoisier, when chemistry
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application, whether knowingly or unknowingly, of
chemical principles. The biochemist studies the
effects of different foods on the human body, and
from the results of his research, we are able to prepare ideal meals which contain all the ingredients
necessary for the most advantageous maintenance
of the body. We pass into the bathroom, splendent

in the shining enamel ware. We owe this to the
noble work of Herbert Palissey, the man who
wrecked even his furniture so as to obtain fuel for
his furnace, and which sacrifice resulted in this excellent material, enamel. The water in the mains

is controlled for purity by bacteriologists who attain their ends by chemicals of advantageous properties, which were in turn discovered by the re-

search of the chemist. In the bedrooms we again
find the indispensable rayon used for bedspreads,
the mirror coated with its shiny surface by a chemical process. Now to the cellar. It is dark, and the
hostess clicks a switch and the whole place is
flooded with light. The incandescent lamp owes
its existence in its present improved form to the
chemist who found that tungsten alloys were most
suited for use in filaments. ‘The luscious jellies on
the shelves coagulate in accordance with physico-

chemical principles. The syrups, the fruit essences,
the beverages are all the results of certain chemical
actions which have been studied to yield maximum
results by the chemist. Completely overawed by
the tremendous application of chemistry, we bid

farewell and leave, whereupon we reflect that our
own bodies are really extremely complicated chemical systems, and that our clothes are dyed by synthetic chemical dyes. We hail a taxi running on
rubber tires, prepared chemically, and propelled by
the internal energy of gasoline, a chemical. We
could continue forever in this same manner, as

there really are hardly any of our surroundings
which are not at some time or other affected by the
science of chemistry.
With all these facts before us, we shall easily see

that it is absolutely impossible to separate the
chemist, and in more general terms, the scientist

from the development of the human race. The scientist has done much for the betterment of life, but
he has yet much more to do. With the splendid
spirit of investigation he has shown, he can confi-

dently hope to attain yet higher goals, and having
attained these, he will aim still higher.

We can

place the cares of the material development of our
race in the hands of the scientist, and do so with

the well-justified feeling that they are in the best
possible hands.

Lament
SONNET
By EDWIN H. SAUER
O flight of time! ere youth be spent,
Let me but taste where others feed,

And though my work of fine intent,
I have of love and friends, a need.
Too long, alone, I’ve walked and found

My pleasure in my work and aim,

And too long absent from the ground
Of laughter and of lighter fame.

And so, before gray age doth sweep
Upon my brow and with content
And seriousness, will strive to keep
A check on every small lament,

Give me remembrance in my years
Of youth’s great joys, of youth’s few tears.
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You Ought To Go There, Too!
A CONTINUATION FROM LAST MONTH

By MASON C. BENNER
AST month we covered New Orleans in our
stereopticon word picture jaunt through the

river, our first.

A tanker is moored in the bend

that stretches over a mile to the opposite levee.

South. So now, if you would like to motor

The late afternoon sun beats down mercilessly, al-

on to the southwest, let’s stop in at the New Or-

though it is February, on the sluggish swirls of
coffee-colored waters. It is a grand sight when the
river is so tame. No wonder it is difficult to do
anything else but lazy on the levee, as we see several gentlemen of color doing so contentedy.
But we must travel on, the trail is long. After
many more miles of the corkscrew road, we come

leans Auto Club and get the best route to Dallas,
Texas. Here we find that the best roads take us
up the Mississippi to Baton Rouge.
After much tortuous twisting and_ turning
through historic streets and modern boulevards, we
leave the most colorful city in the United States,
and find ourselves traveling on smooth highway
until we strike the foot of the Mississippi River
levee. From here on for over fifty miles, we follow
the base of this levee. As the river writhes back
and forth, so the road goes, with never a straight
run of even a quarter mile. However, one would

never know that the river lays behind the steep
mound on the left, if it weren’t for the tops of the

to Baton Rouge, a quaint river town gone modern.
Here we take the Ferry, car and all, and are soon

on our way through the wildest of wild swamp
lands. Either side of the road drops off into the
black water. There are very few signs of habitation except for an occasional negro shanty, and one
wonders how they eke out an existence.

Finally we come to Shreveport. This thriving
little town is quite a surprise after the wastelands
we have just come through. It is the first signs of
active civiilzation since Baton Rouge, but much

river boats nosing above the giant bank. On our
right we can frequently, if we would, clamber down
to gather the Spanish moss that trails down from
the dank woods, but beware, one step and you are
over your shoe tops in the slimy mud. On closer
inspection, you can detect the swamp, so chocked
with brush and leaves that it deceives one into believing that the ground is solid.
Not all the land is this way. Much of Louisiana,
along the “Father of Waters,” is very fertile al-

is no different than that we have left in Louisiana,
although the land is not swampy. Suddenly the
country levels out and we are in Tyler, Texas. The

luvial soil.

town is filled with people, many more than there

Then we find fields of sugar cane, with

always a refinery and a dock for shipping on the
river boats. There are spacious fields of cotton,

and it is not at all infrequent to still see the old
plantation mansion with its accompanying row of
squalid negro shacks.

Many times you can see the

single negro. tenant plowing his little plot of cotton with his rickety hand-plow and plodding mule,
hoping to pay back last winter’s store credits so
that he can renew them and spend another winter
of contented shin-toasting around the pine-knot fire
when the occasional “Northers” blow down.
Every big oil company hasa refinery, or storage

plant, along the river, with pipes passing overhead
through the levee where the river tank boats carry
it to St. Louis or the gulf. Here is a landing at
the Shell Oil Company’s Storage Plant. Let’s climb
up the long flight of steps and have a view of the
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more like an eastern town.

Now, we have little

more than a half day’s drive to Dallas.
After driving over one hundred miles into Texas,
it is rather disappointing to find that the scenery

are houses or hotels, to accomodate.

One can almost feel that there is excitement in
the air. Everywhere little groups of men are talk-

ing excitedly. Finally we find the cause of the
furor. They have just found the largest oil pool
in the world. Further along, the town is beginning its mushroom growth that will soon make
Tyler and Longworth metropolises, if the price of
oil keeps up. An occasional derrick is piercing the
distant sky, and you can catch the sulphurous tang

of oil in the air.
On, ever on, and the country slides off into long
rolling expanses. We are soon in Dallas, the dis-

tributing center of Texas. It is a new city, cleancut and straightforward, as modern as aviation.
You will remember its clean broad streets, its tow-

ering new buildings, the viaducts over the Trinity

River, its thrifty activity, Fair Park, White Rock
Lake (they wanted a lake so they built one), its
beautiful homes along Duck Creek, the country
clubs, metropolitan theaters, and all. It is as typically modern Texas as its neighbor of thirty miles,
Fort Worth, is representative of the Texas of the
cattle days.

If you have seen enough here, let’s skip along
back home. Time is short, so let’s take a bird’s eye
view of the journey back to Ohio.

Don’t miss Turner’s Falls in Oklahoma.

Stand

on the point of the cliff and watch the water tumble

down in the distance and you will be surprised as
I was at such a sight in Oklahoma. I had always
pictured it as prairie land, but here in the hills it is
inspiring.

Here, also, are the rock orchards. ‘There

are immense fields of rock protruding through the
ground so as to appear as if the fields had been
planted in even rows of granite chips.
Another interesting sight is the zinc mining
country that covers a corner of Oklahoma,a tip of
Kansas, and a piece of Missouri, just before we
come into Joplin. They are the largest zinc mines

in the world. For miles the heaps of slag remind
us again of the Mississippi levees, as they tower on

either side of the road.
Perhaps the most scenic part of the journey is
the trip through the Ozark Mountains from Springfield to St. Louis. Although they are not mountains as compared with the Rockies, they are more
like the Appalachian plateau. It is something to
remember as you come to the top of a steady hour’s
climb and gaze off into the valley dense with the
spring vapors and heavy laden with freshness. Here
is the handiwork of Nature as it wipes away the
gaunt blackness of winter with deft touches of
verdure.

The last stages of the tour from St. Louis, Missouri on to Ohio is not very new. It is pleasant to
return to the comfortable snugnesses of fertile
farms and up-to-the-minute eastern cities, but when
the wheels grind heavily and our dreams waft us
away from today, then we can always go back and
sail along the smooth highway where each new rise
presents a fresh picture, and we can breathe un-

hampered by the pressure of four walls.

Apostrophe to a Canary
By BARRY DWYER
What a lucky bird you are:—
To shun ambition’s thirst,

Your singing, even at the worst,
Is always close to par.

You never try to emulate
The eagles soaring flight,
And you can never love nor hate,
Nor ever be called trite.
Your home life never worrtes you,
You cannot laugh or cry;
You never feel downcast and blue,
You never sigh a sigh.

You never singe your feathers gay
Within the lambent flame;

You never take a cut in pay,
Nor feel the sting of shame.
But then, your freedom 1s a fetter,
For you just don’t know any better.
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Radio tor the Listener
By VINCENT BLACK
te ever-growing radio is looming larger
and larger as time continues on apace.

It ap-

pears to the newspapers as a spectre of future blank advertising space, to the movies a dark
horse which may suddenly spurt, unbidden, into
the favor of the public, and to the listener as a

source of pleasureable entertainment and educa-

tion. Even at the present stage, which, to all appearances, is elemental, the radio has a part in
moulding the public opinion and in giving it entertainment and enlightenment, even as the newspa-

pers have done for so many years. The majority
of radio owners listen to regular features in much
the same way that they read a newspaper over the
morning cup of coffee.
Throughout almost the entire day on Sunday

bardo and Whiteman. A great deal of the music
belonging to this category is played on phonographs and thrust upon the unwilling ear of anyone
who may be listening.
Especially to the older folks and to inhabitants
of the mountainous regions the “hill billy” songs
and old-time orchestras are favorites. Headliners
of this type of program are Bradley Kincaid, and
the Lone Cowboy and Otto Gray with his cowboys.
The housewife has not been forgotten, for there

many programs on the air, especially in the morning—while the bread-winner is at work—that are
expressly prepared to aid her in the execution of
her duties as well as providing a change in the
monotonous (it seems to me) routine of housework.
Household hints, recipes for the family’s food, ad-

some religious broadcast may be tuned in by a

vice concerning the health of the family, solutions

mere twist of the dial.

for domestic troubles, and the decorative planning
of the home are but a few of the items featured on
these programs. It is needless to say that the ma-

Regardless of his religious

affiliation, the listener has ample opportunity to

hear a service performed in his preferred manner.
Morning devotions are also featured by many radio
stations.

Whether these programs are helpful or

deleterious to religion is, however, a moot question.
Since the military band is so widely heralded it
is only logical that this form of music should be
broadcast often.

All the service bands, the Army,

Navy and Marine bands, broadcast regularly in the
interests of school children, shut-ins, and music

lovers in general. I am sure that one of the most
appreciated series of musical programs of the year
are those of the Goldman band, which broadcasts

regularly from New York City during the summer
months. Sousa’s band and the Armco band are
also favorites of the radio audience.
The day’s radio program would hardly be com-

jority of such programs are sponsored by food or
household appliance companies.
Even to the grouchy early riser who is the owner
of too wide a girth and too shallowa thoracic cavity the radio is a boon, for by tuning in to a “setting up” exercise program he may greatly benefit
his physical self and perhaps his mental attitude
toward his daily tasks.
Dramatic presentations, especially when cleverly
arranged with sound effects, seldom fail to find an
appreciative audience. Hank Simmons’ Showboat
has about it the real atmosphere of a traveling show
with all the glamour of the shouting ticket agents,
the special feature, and the souvenir sellers. The
Crosley players present a variety of plays, their interpretations of railroad stories being particularly

Of course most of the music heard on the ether
is that classed as popular. Some of the luminaries
who broadcast over national chains include Kate
Smith, the Songbird of the South, who possesses an

effective. Those interested in mystery stories will
enjoy the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes as presented weekly over a nation-wide chain.
Probably no field of activity is more widely covered by the radio than sports and athletics. From
early in the fall to New Year’s, every week brings
to the sports fan his choice of pigskin tussles between some historic rivals with all the excitement
of the cheering stands, the yelling venders, the blar-

unusually pleasant voice, Morton Downey, who

ing bands and other attractions attendant to the

disports his vocal cords in the interests of a certain
tobacco firm, and the “big time” orchestras of Lom-

big games. Then, in the winter, when it is more
pleasant to sit in an easy chair before the fireplace

plete without the appearance of a symphony or-

chestra. Walter Damrosch’s symphonic hour is
most interesting to the non-technical listener. The
Philadelphia, Rochester, Cincinnati, and Boston
symphony orchestras are often heard over the air.
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than to venture forth into the weather, one can

the air. School children are not the only ones who

attend basketball and hockey contests right in his
home. Even play-by-play descriptions of ping
pong, bridge, and chess find their way into the
ether channels. In spring and summer auto, boat,
and air races, polo and baseball hold the limelight,
with the World Series crowning the athletic events
of the year.

can benefit, for many subjects are discussed on the

There is no dearth of humorous programs, and
this is as it should be, for is not a hearty laugh a
good tonic for a weary brain and a welcome relief
from the troubles of a hard day? Chipso’s Sisters
of the Skillet, with their solutions for perplexing
household problems and better household hints are,
in the opinion of the writer, at the top of the heap,
Amos ’n’ Andy included. Hink and Dink, the cast

of the Kuku hour, and Ray Perkins are some of the
other celebrities performing in this kind of entertainment.

Another type of radio program is that which

air which are of value to adults. Even foreign languages, dancing, and piano lessons may be learned
by receiving a course of instruction by the radio
with the aid of supplementary manuals and the like.
It is likely that through the radio colloquialisms in

speech will be abandoned and correct pronunciations be more universal, that is, if radio announcers and speakers are meticulous in their habits of
speech.

The greatest factor in the planning of all radio
programs is the response of the listeners. Without
letters from listeners telling what kind of programs
they enjoy, the stations have no check whatever
upon the desires of the people and, so, cannot provide programs that satisfy the greatest number of
people.

It is to be regretted that many people who

listen quite often to the radio have no part in planning the programs and find fault with the station
for presenting the wrong kind of performance,

features news informants. Lowell Thomas is the
outstanding commentator of the news, with thou-

while the fault lies in their own indifference to their

sands of people listening to his interesting talks
daily. Another unique and interesting program
based upon the news is the March of Time, under

tain mail order house lately created quite a stir in

the direction of Arthur Pryor, Jr.
The educational value of the radio is inestimable,

with its possibilities increasing rapidly, and with
television just around the corner, may come to rival
visual education via the motion picture. Even now
many school children receive instruction through
the radio, especially supplementary work and lay
scientific talks. Such instruction is given by the
Ohio school of the air and the American school of

responsibility as planners of the programs.

A cer-

radio circles by staging a contest in which listen-

ers wrote competitive letters explaining why they
preferred one program of a choice of four, each program having previously been presented for one
week, subject to the approval or disapproval of the
radio audience.
Radio broadcasting is a coming industry, but it
must be careful to eliminate some of its serious
faults, one of the worst of which is the continued
use of phonograph records and electrical transcriptions.
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Turtle Mound
A TALE FROM FLORIDA NIGHTS

By WILLIAM J. HOEFLER
center an may have had his travels with a
donkey and enjoyed them enough to write
of them, even though his Scotch heart re-

belled at the smallest expenditure.

| am sure Stev-

enson would have envied me could he but know of

my travels to Florida and throughout it. My recollection of the place will always be one where it
is easy to live, easy to work and easy to play.

The

sun always shines with the thickness of yellow butter.

The salt breezes kill any impression of too-

see ten miles out into the blue Atlantic and the
buildings of Coronado, which lay about eight miles

away.

‘The Model ‘Tl’ covered wagon, nestled like

small, wheeled tent at her base.

The tide was

coming slowly into the river. ‘he rest was a maize
of pine, cypress and scrub-oak with palmetto underbrush. The only music was the savage roaring
of the surf off Turtle Mound.
We baited our surface poles with mullet but the
sea bass and tarpon did not bite that day.

After

much heat. ‘The endless pine forests, the inaccess-

catching and discarding with disgust two eight-

ible cypress swamps, the numberless clear-water
sand-bottomed lakes remain as mute evidence that

pound cat-fish, we decided that there was no use
wearing ourselves out in the savage surf that foreever charged and receded from Turtle Mound. Undaunted we launched our canvas boat on the more

most of Florida is the same as when the Seminoles
first went there to live. But this is not a travelogue on Florida, folks, so don’t fold up the magazine just yet. I wish to tell you of one of my poig-

nant memories of this land of enchantment.
We were doing a little salt-water fishing off the
Bridge at Indian River. Indian River, you see, is
not a river at all, but just quite a bit of backwater
from the ocean. All the sea fishes swarm into it
and the fish-of-prey come in after them. Hence
with but little skill and fairly good tackle, one can
always catch more fish than he can eat.
Then a shrimp-salesman told us that the big
ones were biting in the sea off Turtle Mound. We
at last found the road, a bumpy, sand-rutted affair,

which must have been made by Spanish oxcarts.

However, a casual sign of civilization occurred in
such signs as, “Thirteenth Street,” “Fourteenth

Street,” though we looked hard for the sign of
streets in that virtual wilderness.
At last we came to Turtle Mound. Here the sea
and river had but a narrow neck of land separating them. Turtle Mound stands on the banks of
the river and raises her height majestically a hundred feet above the surrounding territory. Her
height is just as conspicuous in Florida as ‘The
Matterhorn is in the Alps. What is stranger is
that the Mound is entirely artificial, since it is composed of oyster shells. Heavy palmetto vegetation

placid waters of Indian River, which was only two
football fields away. While doing this we fell into
conversation with a_ studious-looking individual

and invited him to share our boat if he wished to
fish. He consented. When we were all baited and
cast, the conversation drifted to Turtle Mound, for

lack of a better subject.

The stranger evidently

knew more than we did for he said,

“Tt have made quite a study of this oyster hill you
see before us.”
;
“Why do they call it Turtle Mound?” I asked.
“T don’t rightly know. But there are some Seminole legends which have a good deal to do with it.
Judging these legends and comparing them with
certain Spanish documents concerning the galleon,
‘Milagrosa,’ I personally have come to a very in-

teresting theory concerning the origin of Turtle
Mound.”
“I'd like to hear it,’ I said, disengaging a red

snapper from my hook and casting him in the live
box.
“Well, it all begins with a certain Don Enrico
Holandaz who sailed the Caribbean not long after
Columbus in his galleon, the ‘Milagrosa.’ He was
in the Indian slave trade. His period was one when

the gold of the new world was making Spain the

gives her a green crown while rattlesnakes and

wealthiest country of Europe. As you perhaps are
aware, the proud Spanish conquerors would not

moccasins make her exploration dangerous.

toil in the gold mines themselves. They forced In-

De-

spite a warning from the Florida Historical Society, we scaled her. A steep narrow path to the
crests, rudely carved by human feet in the rotten
shell, gave us access to the top, though a diamond-

back rattled viciously on the other side.
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We could

dians and later, negroes, to do this labor.

‘Then

there came a time when Indian labor became scarce.
The Incas hid in their mountain fastnesses in the
Andes. The Aztecs fled into the impenetrable deserts of Sonora and became known as the Yaquis.

The Mayas had vanished.

Well, anyway it ap-

partook greedily.

Lani was unable to stop this de-

pears that the labor question became acute. Then
Don Enrico Helandaz was commissioned by his
majesty, the King of Spain, to sail, with four great

velopment.

galleons and soldiers to the land of Ponce de Leon
and attempt to enslave whatever natives they

men.
“The Seminoles admitted Enrico into their clan
and gave him a peculiar title. They called him the

might find there. The flagship of his fleet was the
great galleon, ‘Milagrosa.’
“Don Enrico landed somewhere near Coronado
Beach. Due to the deep water it is thought that it
is right here at Turtle Mound that he landed.
Ponce de Leon is supposed to have landed there
also and this fact may have caused Enrico to do
likewise.

“Anyway, Holandaz landed with his mailed
troops.
‘Their arrival immediately was made
known to all the local Seminoles by means of frightened scouts. However, by this time Spaniards were
no longer regarded as gods from heaven. A strong

war party met them in the vicinity of this place to
learn what his business might be. They found Don
Enrico’s exterior manners to be that of a polished
gentleman, at home in any great court. But one

knew he had the soul of a slaver. Had Don Enrico
been observant he would have noticed that Lani
(Wise One), medicine-man, head sage, prime minister, sachem or what-have-you, of the local Semi-

nole clan, had neither the coloring, physical appearance, or stature of the Seminoles. He wore a Swastika of gold, suspended by a crude gold chain from
his neck. Had Don Enrico known more of Florida,
he would have thought all this strange, for the

Swastika in that day was unknown among the Seminoles and as yet no gold has been found there.
“As a matter of fact, Lani was an Aztec. He had.

been captured in Mexico and was being transported
to Spanish Hispaniola to be worked in the gold
mines. In the Windward passage a hurricane had
blown up and wrecked the heavily loaded galleon.
The Indians and considerable goods had been
thrown overboard in an effort to save her. Lani
had held to the brass handles of a great, air-tight
trunk for many days when he was cast upon the

shore in this vicinity by a friendly tide. The Seminoles found him all but dead but they nursed him

back to life. His superior mentality and a few
tricks of magic earned him his position in the tribe.

It was the old story.

time and again.

He had seen it

He fell back on what is called

treachery in a savage, and cleverness in civilized

‘Turtle,’ because his armor reminded him of the

shell-protection a turtle carries. Following this
the don challenged the mightiest eater of the Seminoles to an oyster contest. He knew well how savages admire feats of eating and drinking. ‘The Indians forgot that their champion was already wellfed and did not notice that the “Turtle” had eaten
nothing in preparation for this contest. Enrico won
by eating several hundred baked oysters.

No mat-

ter what happened afterwards the Indians always
admired him for what seemed to be a remarkable

feat to their drunken senses. ‘Then Enrico trumped
the trick.

He invited three-score of the young

braves aboard his vessel, apparently to inspect it
and drink more wine. It was all too easy.
“Tani’s protests went unheeded and the sixty
Indians were rowed to the ship by Spanish menat-arms, to be transported speedily to Maricaybo

and later the gold mines of Peru, or so the “Turtle’
thought.
“The sails of the four vessels were being already
filled by an offshore breeze and the anchors lifted
in preparation of riding out into the Gulf Stream
on the ebbing tide, when old Lani clambered up
the Jacob’s ladder of the ‘Milagrosa.’ The ‘Turtle’
was truly surprised to see him, for Lani was the
only one who had feared his intentions.
““What do you want?’ he asked in the sign language he had been using up to this time.
““T want your prisoners,’ Lani replied in bad
Spanish.
““What! You speak Spanish? And here my fingers are about dead from that accursed sign tongue.’
“*T am an Aztec,’ Lani replied.
““T am an imbecile for not realizing it before,’
the ‘Turtle’ told him. ‘What are you prepared to
give me for my prisoners?
““The Fountain of Youth,’ Lani said tersely.

“Coronado’s Fountain of Eternal Youth! The
thought of it paralyzed the ‘Turtle.’ In a moment

He hated Spaniards and warned his tribesmen

he was hotly anxious for more information.

against having anything to do with them.

shed his cold suspicion like a cloak. He caught
Lani by the throat.
“*Tell me!’ he commanded. ‘Tell me this moment or—’
“*It lies a moon of sleeps to the south. Between

How-

ever curiosity overcame his advice.
“In order to alleviate any suspicions the natives

might have, the don ordered a great feast. Orysters,
which are plentiful in the Indian River, were the
chief diet. Great fires were lit along the coast and
with great hilarity the feast commenced. Spanish
Wine, in copious quantities was slowly introduced.
The Indians, not knowing the strength thereof,

He

us and the fountain are endless forests, malaria
swamps, festering jungles, venomous snakes, voracious crocidiles, and a thousand and one hardships,

and you ask me where it is.’
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““By Quetzalcoat’l we’ll go there,’ vowed Don
Enrico.
“‘First you must release your prisoners,’ Lani
told him.
““T will do it.

They are nothing compared to

the Fountain of Youth. Think of it! I shall be
eternally young. Coronado and Ponce de Leon
will envy me from their mouldering graves. But,
Actec, if you cross me I shall do unto you what
- will make your Mayan tortures seem but mere
pleasantries. Then I will return and seize your
whole nation. | have the men and power to do it.
sword and arquebus are still superior to the arrows which do but dent our mail. If you think of
treachery, forget it now.’

“So the impatient Don Enrico Holandaz set out
on a two months’ exploration into the heart of
southern Florida.

A few Indians, led by Lani,

and a host of soldiers started on the trip. Lani led
them through endless flatwoods, through cypress
swamps. There were countless rivers to be forded
or swum. The slow, blackish water often gave
forth death to some member of the party in the
shape of a moccasin snake or a voracious crocodile.
The Spaniards were nightly tortured in feversaturated jungles which did not seem to affect the
Seminoles in the least. Four perished from malaria
on the way. ‘Two men were bitten by the deadly

than that. He would retain his thirty-five years,
the full powers of his manhood and would capture
Indians to work in the mines for ever. He cast
aside his clothing and armor and leaped into the
still pulsating fountain.

“Then his soldiers shivered in horror. His body
seemed to turn to stone. Enrico fell forward on
his face stone-dead in a literal sense. Had some
feat of magic occurred that changed Enrico, alias
the “lurtle’, into a stone statue? His soldiers fled,

screaming in fear, into the jungle.
dians remained.

Only the In-

“About three weeks later two Spaniards, who

had wisely marked the way they came, were rescued from the shore by the ships. More dead than
alive they told their story, the horror of which had
driven them onward until they fell in exhaustion,
recovered and then pressed on again. The two ap-

peared to be the sole survivors. They decided to
sail for Maricaybo and this tale, more or less garbled, was written into the records of the expedition.

“The Seminole legend says that the ‘Turtle’ was
buried in yonder hill of oyster shells. The Indians
thought that the “Turtle’, on being surrounded by
the shell of his favorite food, would not haunt

them. At any rate they named it ‘Turtle’s Mound’
out of respect to him and the oyster-eating victory

and expired within three minutes as time is reck-

which he had won, though they hated him for his
slavery attempt.”
“But why did the fountain turn Enrico to stone?”

oned.

I asked.

grampus bug when resting on old, rotten, pine logs,

“Thirty-two days later after thousands of hardships and privations, deep in the Everglades, Lani
led them into a section of forest as beautiful as the
rest was ugly. Great sycamores, thirty or forty
feet in thickness, which must have been standing
at the time Adam and Eve were driven from the
garden, raised their majestic columns two hundred
feet into the air. The awed Spaniards paused as
Lani pointed sphinx-like to a pool of clear water in
startling contrast to the blackish water they had

“It was a silicate fountain, springing from somewhere in the bowels of the earth. The Indians used
it frequently to make wood daggers into stone.

Suddenly a column of water rose

You see the silicate water coats anything which it
touches with silicate. Don Enrico was merely
coated with silicate and died from strangulation.”
“But why didn’t Lani die the same way?”
“I imagine he had coated himself with a heavy
grease or some substance which neutralized the silicate. He didn’t stay in the water very long at any
rate. The wise old fakir probably had used the

into the air. It was not a sudden gush like a geyser,

fountain often in tribal rites and ceremonies of one

but a gentle fountain, that seemed to pulse with

sort or another. The Aztecs and Mayas were a
very wise race in some ways.”
“And he’s buried in Turtle Mound. Why not
dig it up and see?”
“Our society won’t let anyone do that. Turtle
Mound is more valuable than a possible stone
corpse.”
“What society is that?” I wondered.
“The Florida Historical Society. I’m president
of it. You see I’m professor of History, particularly Latin-American History over at Dollins College near Coronado Beach.”

been drinking.

heart-beats of the earth.
““This,’ Lani said, ‘is the fountain of youth.
Bathe and drink of and your flesh will never rot.

Your body will always be as it is now.’
“The fountain of youth and I have found it.’
Enrico murmured in fascination. ‘But I am no fool.
You bathe in it first, Lani.’

““As you command. I will bathe in it as I did
one hundred years ago. Ah, had I only been a
young man when | found it. But I have remained
the same ever since.’

“Lani disrobed and stepped into the fountain. A
moment later he emerged.
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Enrico needed no more

Then we rebaited our hooks and looked upon

Turtle Mound with a new light.

The Eyes of Love
By N. DIDISHKO
“Can man in female dust

Place all his love and all his trust?”

S I let my spirit wander idly over the whisA pers of the sea, my soul listened to the
cadence of the waves, and in the lilt of their

song I heard a romance that like the fragrant spices
of a tropical breeze seems strange to the western
mind, and haunts it only in the realms of the fan-

tastic and the bizarre.

Many a day and many a night Muamula pondered
and tried to find a solution, but was unsuccessful.

She, however, allowed her chosen one some privileges to kindle hope in his heart. He was but a
boy, the prince of a wealthy monarch over the seas
who had blessed him on the voyage believing that
travel was the best way to acquire wisdom; but
when the young prince saw Muamula in the temple
of fire he remained there. He was in love as deeply as man can be.
Over the crisped sea a gentle breeze arose rust-

Muamula, queen and goddess of a long forgotten tribe, that adhered to a semi-Buddhistic religion, was chosen as such for her beauty and the
ability to despise men. She was said never to have
loved, thereby belonging to a sphere above that of

ling toward the land and playing thru the swaying
vistas of palms that lay between the palace and the
broad green sea. This calm shore born breath was

the ordinary mortals of earth. A hidden evil peered

day melted into a deep blush then disappeared

thru her countenance like the dreadful torrents of

somewhere into the waters. Muamula watched the
splendor of sunset from the balcony of her palace;
then she closed her eyes and remained motionless

a storm that are seen thru the blazing brilliancy of
lightning. Her deep black eyes were irresistable,
once seen could never be forgotten. Her face was
gracefully round and unusually pale in contrast to
that of her race. Those broad delicately curved

lips, that never smiled, promised all men could wish
for. Her charm was endowed with a keen and
clever mind. All the men of the island and strangers too were in love with her, yet none dared to

approach her because it was known that she would
never love.
Once seated before the image of Buddha she
buried herself in meditation. She was proud and
jealous and yearned for love for a man that would
be true to her till death. Strange yet true thoughts
invaded her mind, they were the ways of life. She
felt her blood growing older; knew that her beauty

would vanish and men would soon avert their gaze
from her, ignore her title of goddess and ponder
over a younger, lovelier woman. Even if she married a handsome man she felt that in a few years
when her brilliant youth would fade he would be
lost to her influence and perhaps would even be
untrue. Such humiliation she could never face.
Many days she prayed to Buddha but he waved her
incense away and remained silent. Desperately she
consulted the evil one, the god of fate.

His words

were simple and clear but meaningless. Thus he
spoke: “Even though you choose but a single
man he will leave you unless you can make him see
you always young and beautiful as you are now.”

the prelude to evening.

for a while.

Shortly the smiles of the

Her mind worked feverishly.

denly he raised her eyes.

Sud-

In her thoughts she was

picturing the gorgeous sunset that she had witnessed before closing her eyes; she wished to see it
forever, but on arousing herself from her reverie she
saw nothing but absolute darkness before her, for
the sun sank heavily and hurriedly into its cool sea
bed. Rising hastily he felt triumphant. “I have
solved it, he shall love me as long as he lives!”
She exclaimed to herself.
On the following day at the self-same hour her
passionate prince poured words of affection whilst
he bowed low to her. Suddenly she lifted his face
and pressed it to hers. With choking words he
gasped a vague proposal; she looked lovingly at

him asking if he would always love her. “No,” she
said, “you will not love me after the first tide of

love has ebbed and the shore is left desolate and
salty, exposed to the rays of the sun which wrinkle
it, cracking its graceful slope.” To all his oaths
and vows she answered but a few words: “Can you
prove your devotion, my lovely prince?’—“I shall
do whatever you command,” hereplied—“Then I
shall be yours if you consent to have your eyes

dimmed after the first day of our marriage.” She
continued in a sustained powerful and irresistible
manner that is destined only for rulers. “What is
sight? Why do you hesitate? Sight is one of
those faculties of the body given to serve a double
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purpose, a good and an evil oné. Through sight
you are to see, select and charm the woman you

love. Once you have found her sight is useless, it
serves then for the Evil One to distract you and
show the dessication of juvenile beauty, then you
shall be possessed by an ungovernable vogue which
shall turn you again to virgin naivete. To satisfy
the cravings of your soul you shall have me forever if your eyes shall see me no more. Then you
shall dream of me, see me as I am now, young and
beautiful, and you shall always love me.”
“But, my queen, I shall always love you and my
eyes will only serve to stimulate this love, if they

are out I shall forget.”
“Nay,’ she continued, “if I have impressed you
thru sight with my image it shall dwell fresh and
charming as you see it now and to revive it other
senses shall ignite aflame and recall that image and
you shall remember me and love me and see me

just as I am now.

This is the condition for my

hand, brave prince. The choice is yours, leave me
never to see me again, go and take my image with

you, see me in your wanderings, cry for me, weep
for me, yearn for me but you shall never, never
have me.

Your unsatisfied desires shall burn a

flame of regret.

his eyes. He lowered his head and repeated the
following verse:
“To feel the melodies of life,
To taste their harmonies,
And understand that dismal strife,
Man must in female dust

Place all his love and all his trust!

Then only then his soul may hear
The melodies of life,
And only then life’s mornful lyre
Will change its solemn hymn,
And sound sweet and true to him!”

“T am yours,” he whispered, “take my eyes for
your love!”
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
They dwelt in happiness, he never regreted his
sacrifice and she cared for him partly thru love and
thru fear of having been cruel and unjust. When
their lives were ended their souls were raised thru
clouds of incense before the great Buddha. They
could not see him thru the veil of smoke but felt
his presence and trembled. He cursed Muamula
for trying to defy the laws of life and the prince

Go if you wish, the way is free,

for consenting to her; furthermore, to amputate a

dream of me uselessly; what for will your eyes

part of the body even to sustain life is an unspeak-

serve you then? Look at the gorgeous sunset, shut
your eyes forever and if ever again some one tells
you it is sunset would you not dream and behold
in your mind this splendor of nature even if it be
raining outside? Prince decide!”—She peered into

able evil, but for love to defy nature deserves eternal damnation. He cursed them, sent them into
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northern lands and transmigrated them into moles
forever to crawl in the dungeons of earth never

to SEE but only to FEEL.

Adventure
By ROBERT W. LAUTERBACH
EN are born with a wanderlust and a yearnM ing for adventure embedded in their souls.
In some, this hunger is present in greater
degree than in others, being unconquerable and insatiable. These are the comparative few who wan-

and happiness which is their due.
How many a young man, fresh from school wants

to see a bit of life and the world before he settles
down, but because of a family wholly or partially
dependent upon him, or because of other responsi-

der over the face of the globe, poking their fingers

bilities which he cannot shirk, is forced to take a

into strange corners and seeing wondrous sights.
Once in a great while a letter may come from them

position and settle down to the monotonous everyday grind of a routine job with long hours, little
pay, and years of service before he is eligible for
advancement. Yet while some unattached friend
may be having his fling at life, he is settling to the
business or professional world and finding the
romance and adventure which lurks so near the
surface of every-day life.

to those who stay at home, telling them of new

places visited, of new adventures experienced, and
the stay-at-homes sit enraptured while reading of
the perils of an ascent of a mountain peak, or an
encounter with wild beasts, or try to envision the
beauty of Victoria Falls or the awe-inspiring majesty of the Angkor-Vat, that recently re-discovered
temple of a vanished race, and perhaps they experience some vague thrill at the mention of those

magic names of Samoa or Samarkand. And then,
the letter is finished and folded up and the readers
settle down into the humdrum routine of every-day
life, with adventurous thoughts shunted into the
backs of thier minds to be brought forth only when
idleness allows a few moments’ day dreaming.
Those at home envy their apparently more for-

tunate brethren who are lucky enough to be able
to do as they please, and turn their desires into
other channels or stifle them, taking solace in the

thought of the advantages of their sheltered lives
and the hardships to which the wanderers are subjected, in order that they may experience the thrills
of conquest and discovery. They console themselves with the thought of their sheltered security,
the peace and comfort of their homes, and think of
the joys of home-life, of their families and firesides.
While the explorer will feel some regrets at
times, because of the fact that he has passed up
the conventional mode of life, still the man who is
a wanderer at heart would never be satisfied with
any other kind of existence, though there are some
who have inclinations to wander but are forced to
turn them into other channels and in playing the
part for which they are cast find the satisfaction

He may be meeting and associating with men in
in his business who are as interesting characters as

any who are to be found in those far-flung outposts
which the explorer may visit. And if, as is very
likely, he becomes interested heart and soul in his
business or profession, he may, rather, he almost

undoubtedly will experience the ame thrill out of
a successful business transaction or an unusual
professional case as he would have experienced out
of the conquet of a towersing mountain peak if he
had taken to the open road.

The struggling young business man may be just
as elated after a successful battle with competing
interests as his less conventional brother is after an
encounter with wild beasts or savages, while the

scientist working patiently day after day in his
laboratory on an endless series of experiments, is
at the moment of uccess, a far happier man than
the scientist out somewhere digging up fossil remains.

The romance and glamour which deep in our
hearts, most of us expect to find in our lives, may
be stumbled across almost anywhere, and it is

only because some men are continually looking far
afield and are blind to those things in their immediate vicinity that they fail to find adventure in
every-day life. It is here, around us, with us. All
that is necessary is that we have in our hearts the
desire to find it.
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP-BOX
Happy New Year everybody! But before we go
on with the new year let us have a look at the poor
old decrepit wreck we have so precipitately kicked
out the door. Is he as bad as represented? He
must go, whether he be or no; but are we justified

note a plan to change the St. Vincent’s College
Journal to an even more journalistic form. Although St. Vincent’s Journal cannot be calleda literary magazine in the strict sense, it does retain a
semi-literary air. It is a “Journal,” and almost a

in applying the accelerating boot?

news magazine. The outside reader cares not so
much for local interest as he does for the sections
which maintain a literary air. Of course, I realize
that most college magazines care nothing or very

I for one say

no. I realize that it is quite the thing to speed
the old year on his way by this novel method; but
you and I both know the human frailty for tagging
the blame on some one else. Have we tagged poor

1931 as we tagged one another in childhood’s happy
day, “Kick Me?”
What is a year’s duty to man? I may be wrong
in my answer, but I don’t think so. I estimate that
a year should furnish a man with 365 days (366
this year); 52 weeks; twelve months; four seasons, spring, summer, fall, winter; an amount of
darkness, and an amount of light; some rain and

sunshine.
did.

Did 1931 furnish these requisites?

It

‘Then, let us kick some one else.

Would it not be an inspiring sight to see silk-

hatted bankers who criminally misused their clients
moneys, fat stock manipulators, captains of industry, who are captains of anarchy in economy, and
politicians, proponents of misrepresentation, being
kicked on the seat of their formal trousers, perhaps out the door? I think it would renovate the
national sense of humor.
*

*

*«

In looking through this month’s exchanges I
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little for the public outside their campi, but this is
a weakness of the college magazine itself, not to
take advantage of so great an opportunity.

lege magazines ARE read..
Away with this digression.

Col-

I started out to de-

plore the lack of magazines of a literary nature,

and I’ll continue to deplore it until my hair falls
out completely, which it shows threatening signs
of doing. In view of this fact I should have thought
of something not 0 imminent. This subject is full
of digressions, let us abandon it.
*

*«

*

The publications at this school are the regular
recipients of propaganda against militarism in the
guise of compulsory military training. It is very
amusingand nota little insulting to have intelligence so far ignored as to pretend that the propagandists are so tremendously interested in compul-

sory military training. It is more amusing to pretend that the amount of training given a student
would make him militaristic. If it could implant
in him the seeds of true patriotism, so much sneered

should be made compulsory in all institutions, par-

is a tragically comic note about the materialist.
He is a man waiting for a street car in the middle

ticularly co-educational ones. Did you ever notice
almost all unhealthy movements are stronger in coeducational schools than in non-coeducational?
I am a heretic; | do not believe in co-education.
Neither do I believe in disarmament at the present,

of a desert; the man carrying an umbrella on a
cloudless day; the purposeless man. Perhaps the
umbrella is to prevent sunburn.
I have a quarrel to pick with materialists; they
don’t live down to their name. They constantly

nor in the possibility of disarmament in the future.
And I do not believe in the brotherhood of man in
the name of Humanity. There is only one brotherhood of man, that in the name of (pardon me for
being insistent) Jesus Christ!

compromise to avoid difficulties. If they were not
materialistic, they would compromise with the ma-

at today (it has become positively medieval), it

terialists. They are the eternal middle men. Their
name should not be Materialist; it should be Middle Men.

Not in the same sense, however, as the

other middle men whom we have placed between
*

2

2

the ages, but as men who walk a fence.

I uttered my disbelief in co-education, and therefore am anathematized. Let me put my foot in
deeper now that I am here. I have always found
more women in favor of co-education than men.
Women come to the defense of co-education more
readily than men. More women complain at the
absence of co-education than men. Why is this?
Is it because they are not so sufficient in their own

One of the greatest contradictions of those bearing the banner of materialism is their optimism.

There is no greater Utopian than a materialist. He
looks forward to an evolution of matter which will
surpass any conceivable Millenium; which will, if
you want to look for discrepancies, surpass the

cause. Another thing, many of them believe in the
Brotherhood of Man in the name of Humanity. If

company as men? There is a possibility. Is it because women have more difficulty in obtaining the

I were a materialist, I’m afraid I would not be so
unselfish, nor so inconsistent. I’m afraid the ma-

society of opposites than men?

terialist (in theory) judge would be forced to throw

Ordinarily they

are somewhat hampered in this matter. Is it because they want to express their equality with or

even to impress their superiority over men?

My

own conviction is that they favor co-education for

social reasons. Whatever the answer they are the
backbone of co-education.
*

*

*

I shall not say that life is this or that, but there
are some things connected with it so ridiculous,
just as there are others so tragic, it is a shame the
man who poses as a poseur, G. B. S., does not see
them. But then it is better that he does not, he

might make them sound too serious.
Let us look at the materialists; any group will
do. Like all good matter they are weighty. There

me in a very material jail for the sake of a materi-

alistic society, because of an immaterial principle.I should look upon such action as—in the mild by
necessity speech of the materialist—poor taste.
Here is a thought to warm the heart of a poor
fence walker: There will come a time when the
end of the fence will have been reached, and he
will have to jump. Which side?
*

*

*

I was going to say something about the revolt
against formless verse, but it can wait.

My dear D. Q., you should have a fair, fat target
to shoot at this time. I must repeat you misconstrue my motives, my disposition, my meaning and
my haircut.
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Leating Through
By BARRY DWYER
[ I could only find something to smoke I’m
sure these exchanges would be a great suc-

cess. This stack of magazines looks like the
ultimate in impossibility without tobacco. Oh
well, call up the latent forces of the will.
Let’s take the publications as they lie on the
table. First, the Bay Leaf from Marywood College.
Why the flaunting femininity in color? Why not
use green? Blessed are the color blind. The first
two pages are very promising; but why slash up
the rest of the magazine with such abandon? It is
very nice to include everyone within the covers,
surely the contributors could respond with more
than two hundred words? Here is a quotation for
which I beg forgiveness. It is from “To a Girl of
Yesteryear” (Rossetti, what have you done?), “Automobiles are vehicles run by means of motors,
when supplied with gasoline and oil. They are
beautiful. Some are painted bright and others
darker.”

There are other definitions in the same

manner.

Shades of sciertce, control yourselves.

Remember, we must have laughter with our tears.

“All Quiet” by Barney Moran in the Ambrosian
is a good story told in the modern staccato. “An
English Publisher Speaks,” an interview with F. J.
Sheed by Thomas Feeney, was to me the most interesting feature of the magazine. My liking may
have been influenced by the liberal sprinkling of

anecdote.
story.

I am naive enough to enjoy a good

Prose in the Ambrosian reaches a standard

superior to its verse, which as usual seems to be

suffering from a lack of development.

I wish that something could be done about my
liking for the Canisius Monthly. Ever since my
first acquaintance with college publications, it and
the Stylus from Boston College have caused me
twinges of envious admiration. There are two factors in this admiration; love for staunch, unforced
Catholicity, and for fine, colorful writing.
To

Charles Brady I say “Bravo” for his “Frontier
Vignette” and for the simplicity of his “Christmas
Carol from the Fourteenth Century,” but for his
slighting treatment of Francois in “A Winter’s
Tale” I have no patience. Francois deservesa little more consideration, if for nothing more than for

the quotation used from Le Lais.
Then, there is the matter of J. A. Hammett who
seems to cast everything modern in writing on the

same rubbish heap in “The Arts Bow Low.” I
should say that the weakness of the moderns lies
chiefly in philosophy. I agree that most of them
have been extremists in formlessness, but they

have not been altogether barren.
Let me depart while I may, with an unbroken
head, to find some generous soul with an abundance
of tobacco. If there are not too many dissenting
voices I shall return next month.
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